All Quartz Support Crystal Stone Grid (aka: Happy Family)

Center: Standing Quartz Point
Star: Girasol
Triangle: Amethyst Elestial
Open Circle: “Morrocomers” (naturally double terminated and faceted quartz, like “Herkimers”)
Dot: Rutilated Quartz
Square: Rose Quartz
Outside Circle: Smoky Quartz

The entire quartz family is excellent for gridding purposes. Specimens from this mineral family are good to have on hand for a variety of purposes. In this instance, the grid created from multiple quartz examples creates a fabulous “Sacred Space/Happy Family” energy field in the environment in which it is set up. The tone would be harmonious interactions between many members of a group, as well as increasing the sense of warmth, affection, and sense of safety within the space.

I would recommend setting this grid up in a common area, such as a living room or meeting space. The grid made me zone out when we set it up and it's vortex and energy field remained even after we took it down. So, there may be something about the combination that may create a bit of a vortex that lingers somewhat after it is activated and allowed to run for awhile.